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Tru. paper presents a qualitative case study of communicative interaction 
between a Malay-Malaysian (MM) and • Chinese-Malayshn (eM). The 
study investigates the notions of rules of speaking in relation to how these 
two individuals, with quite different sociocultural backgrounds, work 
towards the goals of a spedfic: 50daI activity' plAnning a short Prc:ICI\tDtion 
entitled HMalaysia: People, Progress. and Problems,H 

There are thn!e main points 1 wish to make in this paper: 

1) lnvl!Stigating rules of spe:alcing empirically is only useful if par
ticipants' motivation for a particular rule usage can be explica· 
ted 

(2) Point one nece5Sitates an analytical model of the context of rule 
usage. Such a model should incorporate psychologirlll, socia 
cu1turaJ, and physical parameters of context The notion of s0-

cial activity fulfils this purpose here. 

(3) FOI an interaction to be classified u intercultural. it must be 
shown that participants are understanding the interaction as 
such. "Intercultural" here relen to propertie5 of participants' 
perceived identities. An understanding of what is interculturnl 
about the intuaction should, therefore, have participants' iden
tities as they are negotiated in the interaction as its point of de
pamue. 

Studies such as this one can help us t o  understand how sociocultural 
backgounds and context as social activity (see below) affect C'OSs-cultural 
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cooperation and in particular cross-cultural communication. More specifi
cally, the results of this study can lead to a better understanding of the 
processes through which fellow Malaysians achieve, or fail to achieve, the 
goals of cooperative enterprise such as schooling, commerce, nation
building, etc. 

Approach 

It is almost banal nowadays to state that the context of situation is of 
crucial importance in understanding what-people mean. Exactly what is 
meant by context, however, is rarely explicated. I will, therefore, spend 
some time here at the beginning with �howing how context was treated in 
the study There are three general reasons why context needs to be dealt 
with first: 

1) Asociological reason: Rules and contexts determine each other 
Here and now these rules apply: rai5C your hand before speak 
ing, don't pmh and shove, be quiet, no chewing gum, If it is so 
that these rules apply, then the context is most likely a class 
room. Likewise, here and now are a teacher, some books, some 
pupils, some desks, etc. What rules apply? Most likely those 
that were just mentioned. The point here is that by behaving 
according to a particular set of rules we can make a context by 
which our commlU1icative behaviour can be given an interpre
tation close to our intentions. And likewise, in a particular con
text, what we say will be interpreted, unless proven otherwise, 
as if we were accOlU1tab Ie to the rules conventionally associated 
with that context. 

2) A pragmatic reason: Ask anyone about when they would act 
according toa rule, say "stop at red lights", and most likely 
they'll say all the time unles� there's anemergency, their brakes 
don't work, they are abSl:'ntminded, they want to feel really 
free, etc. Now this is the same thing as saying that the use of a 
rule depends on the context within which following the rule 
would be meaningful, relevant, common-sense, worthwhile, 
just, acting responsibly, etc. It follows then that we can't say that 
rules like the ones we are talking about will invariably apply 
because contexts are variable, so an understanding of contexts 
is crucial if we want to explain an individual's behaviour in a 
particular context as following from a rule. 
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3) An epistemological teason: The results of this study are the � 
suit!; u{ my interpretntion of what went on d\lring the interac
tion. The Ie:ast Iando,tocontrol my own mistakes, is tosupply 
you with how I, and how I propose participants, understand 
the context. 

In this study, context is puaphra.sed as the determined and deter'
miningparameters of an instance of a � activity What is meant by this 
will be explained in some detail in the following section. 

Soci.J.l Activitie. 

The notion of social activity allows us to  abstrillct from the observa
tion of people, places, and action. periods of social interaction bounded by 
determinedanddetenniningpuameters(seebelow)ofthatcontext. These 
parameters, it is claimed, are attended. to by participants and, as such, are 
linked to participants' consciow and unconscious understanding of "what's 
going on" Social activities can be said to occur if: 1) two or moreindividu
J.is; Z) perform mental acts, exhibit behaviour or engage in action, 3) In a 
coordinated way; and 4) whichcollective!y has some purpose or functionl 
Social activities range along a continuum from more to less institutional
ised forms. A chance encounter of two strangers may never become more 
than an lUI hoc social activ�ty, while a recurring encounter of specific 
Individuals within a particularsociaJ institution for specific purposes,dc. 
constitutes a more institutionalised, and thus norm-and convention- regu
lated, social activity 

Delermined parameters are properties of linguistic and non-linguis
tic behaviour involved. in the activity while determining parameters are 
faclors controlling the activity.Both kinds of parameters can be further 
distinguished as being either global or local, i.e. pertaining to the entire 
activity Or to a specific part, and as either collective or individual, i.e 
depending on several individuals or single individuals. 

Understanding a social activity's determining parameters allows us 
insights into why participants act as they do in terms of their intentions, 

environmental causes, and social conventinns and norms. For example, 
while at an auction, I raise my hand. In doing so I have displayed my 
intention of making a bid in a normative! y and conventionally appropriate 
way, i. e. according lo a rule, and in a way which.. given the environmental 
circumstances, might be pera!ived by others. That the reader can under-

'Ihl!bulkofth� di!cuM1on It based on AUwood. 1'116; 1984. 
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stand this example is due to his knowledge of the socia] activity known as 

an auction. Understanding a social activity's determined parameters 
allows us insights into how actions, such as hand raising. are organized as 
patterned meaningful behaviour. 

Conununic:ation, itself a social activity though at a less abstract level, 
occurs in most social activities. In some cases it em be said that a social 
activity is communication, for example, a debate, a sermon, etc. Commu
nication within activities may be inst.rumental towards achieving the 
acthrfty's goals or it may be ancillary. 

Below we will discuss determining and determined parameters in 
more detail and for ease of exposition our explication oj the parameters 
will pertain to social activities where communication is instrumental in 

achieving the activity's goals. 

1. Determining Parameters 

A. Global-Coluctivt: 

Gl(lbaj·Colll<ctive parameters determine th� behav!ol.lr of all 
partidpants dUring a complete i!'lteractio!'l and include: 1) the main 
functicm or purpose of the activity; 2) roll." configuration, i.e. the types 
of roles p�rtlcipants are requiret! to enact in the activity; 3) artefacts, 

i.e. certain activities require sta!'ldard instruments or objt!Cts such as 
pens, paper,computer screensi 4) geneoral pnysicalcirc:uITbtances, i.e 
what Gl!'l be said, heard. and done wlil depend on factors s1.lCh as 
tempcratu�, noise level. visibility and � on. 

In Plantl ing the Presentation interaction, we had "designed" th€ 
purpose, i.e. "Plan aID-minute pre:.entation of Malaysia in terms of 
pl.'<Jple, ProgTHS and problems for people who know little of � 
country, artefacts, i.e. weprovidd pEon and paper, and to some extent 
the physical circull15laru:es, i.e. features of the studio, chairs, tables, 
etc. The participants were left 1("> find their own role configuration. 

B. Local Collective 

These pannwters collectively determine behaviour at a spadfk point 
in the interaction. Essentially, Ihey oompri.sedusterso( globa!<olJective 
parameter.J which areineffect ala given tune. This allowll activities 10 
be embedded Ul one another as �uenced sub-activlties, each w llh It:! 
own purpose. ronfigurahont."lc �UL'I1�'e'd sub-ad ivilil.'!> then become 
collc.::tive resourCe!ii for work Iowa rc:lsS\.Ipewnhnaleand other adl\·ities. 
Mitlim,llly. a sub-activity consi�t:I of B pairing of a sender activity with 
� rc.::eiver activity. s\.Ich as q\.lest!clI'\-artswer, �sserl-lisb:n. «Ie. 
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EssentWly this is the "how to" ltipulations of a ,aciallctlvity For 
example, to have I meeting. you need to first elect a chairperson Ind 
SOIa"""y, then ht up In asenda, open dlxus&ian of the firat agenda 
point, elc. How our InfuJlllilnts wert! todo Planning II Presentation was 
left up to them and II Is hert! tlult we find int@fe5ting dlff@r@nces 
betWIl!el1 them ill revel.ied In the rui@$of5pt!ilking they8l.'l!med to be 
following. 

C. GlobAl Individual 

GJob.!-lndividuill detennining pUl.meten> refer to the more or les.5 
stable menbll and physical traits 01 individuals within the activity 
whim art! not given by the collective determining paramtten. These 
panuneten InClude physical handicaps, stable charilder traits, beliefs, 
values, Ittltudes, etc. 

Many of these trllts can be seen as originating In Individuals' 
sociocultural background.. Rulesof spt!akiflg faU Wlder this classifica
tion as well as, more �rally, individ\ab' knowiedgeof and attitudes 
towards all other determining parameters of the sodallctiVlty. Of 
Importance in this study will be informants' undersla.'\ding of a 
particu1u social problem In their home COUtltry Also of Interest will 
be Informants' respective identities during the Interildion. Our 
inl'ormants wert! young men. In the,r !.ate twenties. Moh.arnad eM) 
Identified himself as Malay-Malaysian. was from Kuantiln. where his 
parents,after living most of their lives In a lcampong. now run a small 
boutique. He has lived In Sweden off iIDd o n  for aboutS years. He has 
personal rea501llI for being In Sweden and plan!l to relum 10 Malaysia 
to live with his family In Sweden he is employed as a teacileT'lII helpt!r 
He has i high !iChool education. Phill!p (P) identified hll1'ueU as a 
Chinese-Malaysian. He I s  from Kual. Lumpurwhere ""'grew upwith 
his rnoth@r, his ("tMr having passsed away while he Wi! • young 
child. He has lived In Sweden for some 2 years. He INnages two 
upscalerestaW1llnts. He hua high school education and emigrated to 
Sweden as a f.mily member 

D, LocQ/-IndiTJiduAI 

These parameters refer to the above individual traits Ii a given 
moment;n the acllVlty. Beliefs, altitudes and moods, for example, CoIn 
change during an activity and affed �ubsequent behaviour 
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To try in some way to capture these psydmloglcal aspects of the 
interaction we will refer to particular �situations" , whicharesequences 
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in the interaction and show how participants behaviour in these 
situations can be classified as oppressive, aecommodative, avoiding, 
�,. 

2. Determined Parameters 

The global collernvely-determi:r.ed parameters of an activity r� to 
aspects ofbf'haviour which require interaction and occur as a general 
pattem of the activity These parameters include trw sequence of sub. 
activities typical of an activity, for example, II sl'CjuenCt of sub-a ctivi lies; 
tum-taking regulations for who ha& the right to speak to whom, about 
what, for how long; and feedback routines for eliciting and giving feed 
back concerning perception. understanding. or attitudinal relations. 

The 50Cialilctivities can be embedded within each other as sequen� 
ofsub-aetivities. accounting for an activity's s""p bYlltepcol15truction 
and allowing us to segment � behavioural stream within !;()C]al 
acllvitie$ into meaningful unit!. A rell'\lMlI question is how largt.' or 
small do we makeoursegffienls. Thf! answer LS it d�ru1sun what we 
can obsf!rve the individuals lffider study attending to and our own 
common sel"\M'. It is true that while I am in a meeting at work, I am 
engaged in SOm(> abstract social activity of, ny Earning a Liv ing, but 
that certainly isn't what I am attending to at the moment. Rather, it is 
the mundane business of participating in the meeting, striving to make 
decisions as called for by the agenda. 

B. Local·CollU"HvfI 

As noted earLL�r, the minimal collooively-detenninoo local units are a 
patrOlg of a Slmder and a receiver dctivity These parameters all.' thl!l"l, 
for exampi/;', the two Pi!rts of a sub-activity, the two turns of II tum 
exchange, and the act of eliciting and the act of giving feedback. 

C. Global·Individual 

This parameter consists of the tools used byan Individual in linguistic 
communkative behaviour and therefore mdudes body movement, 
phcmology, vocabulary and grammar. The pardml'"ter is individual as 
It 15 posSible for one to utili>:e the tools Without n'lying on the' 
C(mtributlon of other.;. 
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D. Local-Individual 

Individuals incrementally contribute to the activity with specific 
utterance acts and body movements. It is these specific acts and 
movements which constitute Local-lndividual parameters. 
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The four parameters above are the "nuts and bolts" in and between 
the steps by which the interaction is constructed. My analysis of them is an 
attempt to show their orderliness based on what I have elsewhere (Day, 
1990), following Levinson (1983) to same extent, termed system contraints 
and ritual constraints. The basic idea is this: the way in which participants' 
contributions to the interaction, e.g. in the form of various speech acts, are 
organised makes possible inferences as to what determining parameters 
are obtaining for the contributions to be so organised.2 

For our purposes, one way of understanding such an interaction 
abstracted as a social activity is to note regular differences in how the 
participants go about their work, and here the work is mainly commu
nicative in nature, which seems to create problematic situations in the 
interaction, for example, where participants seem to be antagonistic or 
confrontational or in bewilderment. The next step is to show if and how 
these differences in behaviour are reflective of differences in their respec
tive sociocultural backgrounds. By this it is understood that differences in 
sociocultural background become salient in the on-going negotiation of 
participants' respective identities in the interaction and to be a source of 
discord therein.' A prerequisite for problematic situations to arise, then, is 

%i5 will be exemplified in the results section. In order to do this type of analYSiS, the entire 
interaction was video-recorded. A transcription was then made of verbal, non-verbal, and 
non-vocal behaviour. Excerpts from the transcript and transcription conventions are shown 
in Appedix 1. For reasons of space, the entire transcript is not included. 
3()bviously any two participants within any social activity will differ from each other in 
uncountable ways. The point here is that for these differences to matter in any real way to the 
social actiVity as such, they need be displayed and acted upon by partidpants. Thus, what 1 

am advocating here is a definition of an "ideal type" of intercultural communication which 
is based on participants' understanding of a particular communicative situation as such. We 
cannot assume that because participants objectively have different sociocultural backgrour ds 
they are necessarily aware of this and acting upon their awareness. For example, two peoFle, 
strangers to each other, with varying backgrounds might be speaking on the telephone w th 
a poor connection. Being barely able to make out what the other is sayinSt they may not be 
aware of just how different they are. Their communicative behaviour might be likened tu a 
type of "telegraphese", where few metacommunicative (Bateson, 1978) signals would g·et 
through. Granted their messages wiU be affected, most likely reduced in intentional depth 
(Allwood, 1976) or misunderstood. Nonetheless, it seems unlikely that they would be able to 
attribute these effects to different backgrounds. 
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that participants design, through rules of speaking.. their contributions to 
the social activity for their respective partner(s) whom they perceive as 

members of socioculturally different groups. Likewise, other participants' 
perceived identities affect how their contributions are interprete d. ill 
parallel with this, other factors such as the purpose of the social activity at  
hand, relations between the sociocultural groups in terms of which partid
pants have been identified and so on may contribute to a problematic 
situation. 

With such situations as evidence, we might suggest that participants 
are following different rules, in the &ense of norms, originating in their 
backgrounds for accomplishing the task at hand' Behavioural differences 
arising from foUowing varying rules need not OO:U1, however, if one or 
both participants aa:ommodate, either by choke or force, to each other's 
rule pteferences.� 

From this study, we might be able to hypothesize, for example, that 
Malay-Malaysians pr efer to behave, or take it as "natural" to behave 
acro�ing to rule x in social activity 'l., and similar activities, as evidenced 
by their manipulation and understanding of particular verbal and non
verbal sigru. Likewise, we might hypothesl7.e that Chinese-MalaysiMs 
prefer rule y in social activity 2. and s.im.ilar activities. Let us say that rules 
)( and y have to do with which language varieties should be used in social 
activity z. Taking social activity z to be the activity we had our informants 
enact we might state the two rules as loUow$: 

'l'tto.idea th.iol inttrlocul<Jl1; foIlowingrut... whenconunuruc:atingor, frorniUlOtherpenpe<'liw, 
thai we an >mIt rules which adequuely attOUI\t for the rommWlic.t/iw perfonn&nCt. i!; 
currently under hot debitte C..,." for ex.ampJ.e, Taylor and Camertll'O 1986 md lor. critiqUe oJ 
tlw former, """ Schlffrin, 1990). 1l>l' perspt'Clivt taken hue is tNt rulesare gloHes for nonns 
for the rational and coope:r.ti� locomplitlllntnt of social iiI\! md thilt tule5 are both 
regulative and constitutive of social activitielo. Ie they not only guide b@havlourbut .repart 
of the relevant context !'IeI:HUry forth! wtMlti,uonoi uocialactivJty. Rules Ohpeakin&CUl 
bo. 5em a ... subMt eM NIts for socill behaviour or wludl nutch normatively .PPI'OJI""te 
�ges WIth colw1!ntionalized verbalaoo non-verba.! OIigns. 

'Yet another possibility � that �nts follow different rules and thQ does not Ieed to 
problematIC inlJefadion.. Depending upon the IIOCiaI actiVIty, participants unknowingly H 
cross purposa may still !UCcessfuily acrompl�h activIty and !ndividu�l goals. Fot an 
'><ample of this iee Saville-Tmike, 1968. 
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1) X"" in this contnt.le. in Swl'den. in our video studio, these par· 
ticipants, etc. when enacting social activity z:, it. preparing 
a presentation of Malaysia lor a research Protect in this context, 
use Bahasa Malaysia, 

2) Y _ in this context. i.e. in Sweden, in our video studio, these 
participants, etc, when enacting sodal activity z, i.e. preparing 
a presentation of Malaysia for a researcll project in thiscontext, 
use Engllsh. 

From the discussion above of different kinds of intercultural contact, 
the following types of intercu1turaJ. interaction may ar.i5e when partici
pants are to enact social activity z (see table on following page). "'Rule 
Alternatives" refers to the particular rule or combination thereof obtaining 
In the interaction. or sequence within it. "Situations" refers to one of live 
possible generalizations concerning socio-psychological contexts obtain· 
Ing in the interaction. or sequence. "Behaviour" refers to examples of types 
of communicative behaviour whJch could bt! �d, by the participants as 

well as analyst. as evidence for both a particulM rule alternative and a 
particuJar situation. The examples of types of communicative behaviour 
can be seen as initiations of or reactions to particular rule altematives or 
situations. 

This example of the Interplay between rules, situations, and COIlH
quences can be likened to an overly simplified and incomplete account of 
some of the features of a dance. That Individuals bring particular rules 
originating in their sociocultural backgrounds to bear is but one part of the 
5COte on which the dance is based. Furthermore, in the step by step 
construction of the interaction, things may change very rapidly: Partici· 
pants align and realign themselves within the interaction in oraer to meet 
immediate and long·term needs and as constrained by dem'knds o! the 
dance' itself, le both its physical. biological, ecological (or sy!tem) con
straint!, making sure that its pattem and rhythm are in harmonywttp the 
way it is to be "heard" by fellow dancers (or its ritual constraints).' 

'For whll. h mHN to "hRr"' _ s.dcs, 1972. 
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Table 1: Example of Types of Intercultural Interaction 

RULE 
ALTER"'-ATTVES SJruATIor\ 

1. Rule " obtains. Rule � obtaining in spite of eM's 
preferenc� for rule y ('{mid be 
classified as an oppressive 
�ituation, 

2. Rule x 
obtains 

3. Rules x and y 
obtain 
interchangeably 

4. CM follows 
rule x and MM 
fo llows rule y 

5. Neither rule x 
nor rule y obtalIL., 
rule a obtains, 
instead. 

Rule x obtaimng and eM 
voluntarily relinquishing hi� 
claim for rule y to obtain could 
be cla.sified as an accommodative 
.ituation. 

Ruk,. x aoo y obtaining inter
changeably could be classliied 
as a �ituation of compromise 

Rul� x and y obtaining 
independently of each other could 
t... classified as mnflictual 

for example, another in-commoo 
lang uage variety is used. Such 
a .illlation could];>., dassified 
as on� of �,cDidance. 

BEHAVIOUR 

MM cxpl>citly demand. x 
andlor 
language comp"tency e((ert. 
and/or 
C\1 follows X but withdraw, 
and/or 
theN are .ign. of .trollg neg�tjw 
emotions lowards each oth�r 
etc-

no _.igns of .Ir ong negali\'� 
emotion 
and/or 
active engagement by eM 
and/or 
simllarily incommunkativestyll'5 
and/or 
langu�ge competency effects 
�tc. • 

cod e-switching by both 
and/or 
active engagement 
etc. 

sigm of strong negative effe-ct 
toward each other 
and/or 
obliterative overlap 

language competency effect, 
and/", 
topic ,;election effect'" 

This is the rule which obtained throughout most of the interaction, i. c. /1.1...\1 accommo 

dated to CM'S preference for English. 
The idea here is that use of language (oreign to both participant, might alle<:t wh�t is 
tlllked about, e.g.it m ight tJ.,difficult t" talkcabout "very" Malay or Chine", Hlhing," In 
English or it might t>.. ea"er to i"iti�te '·tab{l{l,.-d" topia; in English. 
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In this section I will attempt to show how particular aspects of Phillip 
and Mohamad's behaviour during the interaction, I.e. its determined 
parameters, can be best understood in the light of a particular set of 
determining parameters, i.e. rules of speaking. Basically what I will do is, 
after a general overview, point out ex:amples of communicative behaviour 
which seem to exemplify certain rules of speaking. 

After initial taUt about how the interaction was to proceed, what I 
term Procedure below, the interaction seemed segmented into sequences 
of talk on different topics: people, progress, and problems respectively 
That "'problems" appears more than once indicates that this topic was 
dominant in the interaction, a phenomenon which will be discussed 
further on. Another segmentation of the interaction can be made in terms 
of different socio-psychological situations, such as accommodative, 
ronflictual, etc. The two types of sequences run parallel to each other as 

shown in figure 1: 

Figure 1: Sequences of Topic and Situation 

Top ic 

Procedure 

Problems (1) 

People 

Problems (2) 
Prugres, 

Situa tion 

Compromise 
Conflictual 

Con£J.ictual 

Accommodative 
Compromise 
Accommodative 

Conflictual 
Cunilidu.u 
Accommodative. 

Now there are several types of rule incompatibilities behind these 
various situations. From the excerpt of Procedure in Appendix 1. we can 
see, lor example, the compromise situation is an attempt to proceed with 
the interaction with P speaking English and M Bahasa Malaysia. The 
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conflictual situation during Procedure is caused by P wanting to write 
down the main "points" first and M wanting to be friends first. Under 
problems (2) theconflictual situation has to do with M wanting to keep the 
talk concrete and personal while P wanted the talk abstract and imper
sonal. More often than not either P or M accommodated to each other For 
example, following the second conflichtal situation during Procedure, P 
went along withM's suggestion to be friends first, thus accommodating to 
M. 

While processes of accommodation and compromise are very inter
esting phenomena, I will limit the discussion here to rules of speaking 
which seem to hold during situations of conflict (see Table 1 above). My 
reasoning here is that this type of situation is more problematic for 
communication, at least in the short term. Based upon an analysis of 
conflictual situations within the interaction, Table 2 below, illustrates the 
types of rules of speaking P and M seemed to be following during those 
situations. As in the examples given in Table 1, all rules apply to this 
context, i.e. in Sweden, in our video studio, with these participants etc, 
when enacting social activity z, i.e. preparing a presentation of Malaysia 
for a research project in this context. 

The next step in our analysis is to show how these differences in rules 
of speaking are reflective of P and M's respective sociocultural back
grounds. In other words, we need to show that Phillip and Mohamad are 
identifying each other in contrastive ways and, in this case, we are 
interested in seeing if they identify each other as Chinese Malaysian and 
Malay-Malaysian respectively There are several kinds of communicative 
phenomena which indicate that this is the case, but for the sake of brevity 
I will only mention a few anecdotally (see Schenkien, 1978 for more 
discussion). First, there is the fact that P and M are in our studio in the first 
place. We explained to them that we were interested in observing commu
nkation between Malaysians. Although we could have asked two Malays, 
or two Chinese, etc., it did seem reasonable to us and I assume reasonable 
to P and M that to capture communication between MalaYSians, given 
Malaysia'S self-proclaimed ethnic diversity it was better to get two inter
locutors from different ethnic groups. Similarly, Phillip and Mohamad are 
both inunigrants to Sweden and, they are meeting for the first time. For 
such people, nationality is an obviously relevant part of their identities in 
many social activities. Second, within the interaction itself, we find the 
following phenomena. In the initial discussion of "people of Malaysia", it 
seemed natural to Phillip andMohamad to categorize people as belonging 
to different "races", Chinese, Indian, Malay, etc. In the first "problem" 
discussion, Mohamad asks Phillip if he has heard of the problem in Kota 
Bharu to w hlch Phillip asks if he means the problem for Malay-Malaysians 
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or the Chinese MaJaysians. Once again an ethnic distinction Is made. 
Furthu on we see Mohamad making a point u{ hilling Ph1illp thai his 
brother Is married 10 a Otinese girl and that he has lots of OUnese friends. 
Phillip brings up the problems of being Chinese and doing business in 
Malaysia, and so on. Prom these phenomena it is reasonable to infer that 
P and M are identifying each other, and to some extent have been identified 
by us, as members of ethnic groups and that these identitiesne relevant for 
them in this interaction. 

Table 2: Problematic rules of speaking 

I'hiUL, """"""" 

r:1- write down main points r:l- gM to know _ anottwr 
Independently fint. then fint Ihrough conYftUtkln. 
debllte whllt 10 It.lve In. �ke ronnectloN between P'. 

IOdiI networlr.and M' • 

e'- • pproKillOplC of �iI}'IiII e'- .pp�lopkof 
ablitrKlly, gl1'e Italistia, MaJayW (QrICIl'tely, give 
�ft!' to wtltutic:.u, i.lwi eompls bued on one', 
etc. Show IirnlJarities. own txperlena, mt!' 10 
........... P"1'1OftJ, Show .... riety, be 

""""'-

e' turN ahoukI. be kmg. .. � turN .houId � Jhort. 
unJntemlpted and built up lM!�pped,.nd built up 
with ronnedOrI JUdI It with connecton UIo:e wandw, 
��", -rorutqUftldy". etc "Ihe!", etc..-

.. , fetd.bKIr..hould be 1'INb'a1 .. , feedback .hould be 
In trrmI 01 attituck. pw.itin 11\ Iem' .. of 

.ttrtude'" 

lnltf'tltin&ly. Phillip W&Il the fiftI. 10 follow lhb !\I1t_ H<7Wn'er II _ .... hlle he and 
MoNlMd w� "writing down the mllIt points- and. thuI, IfItIl'IingIy oullide 01 the 
PWvtIngIOcil.IIICtiVlf)'. lnJ,idt the activity proper, II II dHrly Mohm'ad;'. prefft'ft'OCe, 

.. While al finlSlance,1hc6c typo 01 ruJa u'llP"olliftm to be maled to lilt 1.1<:1 tMt t'll mo� 
pmfidml In Enslish. M 'I following of this !\lIe II comistent, Inlullinly llleut. with h1J 
other naiel. 

- 8ylftdbKkl mtlnliplUd\lI!Iin�backchannel(uel,etc..wtuch_toligNl 
pti�plioiil. comp�1on. mel Ittltude. 
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Now these different rules of speaking are neither exotic nor esoteric. 
Nor are they something we would include in museums of Malay or 
Chinese heritage. Rather, they are refledions of how two people from these 
sociocultural backgrounds have utilized their linguistic repertoires in a 
particular social activity which we have shown to be subjectively and 
objectively interculturaF nus is to say that the rules themselves are 

probably not particular to Chinese-Malaysians or Malay-Malaysians, but 
why should they be? It is here we see the importance of adding the 
condition that Mohamad and Phillip identify themselves as Chinese and 
Malay respectively Why should we assume that either of them is going to 
treat the other as a co-member of their respective sociocultural groups? 
This would be a valid inference if we could have shown that Phillip and 
Mohamad were speaking according to some particularly Malay or Chinese 
rules. I contend thatno such rules, as such, exist. What exists are differences 
in the use of rules within particular social activities. 

The preceding discussion does not mean that Phillip and Mohamad 
do not act the way they do because they- are, both from our and their 
perspectives, Chinese and Malay respectively It merely excludes the 
explanation that they are blindly following socioculturally different rules 
of speaking. Phillip and Mohamad's respective identities can, in fact, offer 
a reasonable explanation of why they have followed the different rules 
shown above. 

First, one can generalize from the two sets of rules that Phillip seems 
to be following an abstract and impersonal strategy, while Mohamad is 
doing just the opposite, trying to be concrete and personal. Second, we 
noted earlier that the topic of problems arose more frequently than other 
topics. In fact we can say that the "problems" discussion is pervasive 
throughout the conflictual situations of the interaction. Furthermore, the 
"problems" which are discussed are problems between Chinese and 
Malays as ethnic groups. Phillip views the ethnic problem as follows: the 
government must raise the Malays to socioeconomic equity with other 
ethnic groups so that allmembers of Malaysia's ethnic groups can contrib
ute to the unification of people in Malaysia under a common nationalist 
identity, namely Malaysian.' Now, given that Phillip and Moharnad's 

'In owr words, it does not seem commonsensical to suppose that Phillip and Mohamad 
could not follow each other's rules in other situations. Therefore the rules posited are part of 
similarly educated Malays and Chin""" individuals' linguistic Tep"rloires. 

'Byethnicgroups. in this instance, Imean political organizations whichdefinewir membership 
by attribution of such chara.cl�ri.tks as common geopolitical origin, �odoeconomic interest., 
linguistic vaneties, etc. 
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identities are ethnic and given thai the "ethnic problem" in Malaysia seems 
to be: understood &5 defmed above, what would be the besl way for lhem 
to communicate with each other 50 as to defend their definitions of the 
problem and to maintain some fann of cooperation? The answer Is, quite 
simply, precisely as they did communicate with each other. 

To Phillip the problem Is that Malays are favoured over Chinese 
because they are Malays. Mohamad's identity in this interaction Is based 
on tum belongtng to this social group. Thus "Mohamad as a Malay" is 
metonymical the problem. Togetrid of his problem, then, Phlllipattl;ll\pts 
through his communicative behaviour to depersonal.i.ze the interaction. 
ToMohamad theproblem Is that identities areethnicaUybased asopposed 
to nationalistically based. Phillip's identity Is ethnically based. therefore he 
ismetonymicof the problem for Mohamad. To get rid olhls problem. then, 
Mohamad attempts to reach such a personal level that abstract categories 
like ethnicity become irrelevant. 

It may seem odd that Phillip and Mohamad are doing what they can 
communicatively, given a particular set of circumstances, to maintain 
cooperation, yet that cooperation, partly because of the way they are 

annmumcating is on very shaky ground. The oddity in this may dissipate 
somewhat if we bear in mind that it Is not a rule of speaking per se which 
lscreating the conflict, rather it Is Phillip and Mohamad's implicit under
standing of a social problem in which, because of their respective identi
bes, they are constituted. Thus, they are both trying to do the right thing. 
trying to overcome a problem, yet they are seemingly unaWaN! thai the 
rules of speaking they are following are reactions to the problem differen
tially defined. 

Conclusion 

to this paper, I have tried to show how differing rules of speaking 
Within a particular social activity might be explained. In doing so I have 
trnphasized that the context in which informants are doing things with 
language, i.e. what social activity they aN! engaged in, and lhe character
istics of thcir respective identities as they are deveJoped during the 
mteraction are of crucial importance. Furthennnl'f>. I h;we tTied 10 dww 
now rules of speaking, as analytical constructs, are only useful when their 
use by informants can be shown to be motivated by the exigencies of 
cooperation. The particular rules I have discussed do not appear particular 
to either of Phillip or Mohamad's sociocultural groups, yet that they are 
members of these two groups, and thus identified in the interaction, is 
reflected in the use of these rules within this social activity 
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It is, of course, difficult to generalize from the findings of a case study. 
Other Chinese-Malaysian and Malay-Malaysian individuals in different 
social activities may act quite differently A study such as this can be useful 
in generating descriptions of and explanations for intercultural behaviour 
which can be tested for adequacy in future studies. Such studies can test the 
generalizability of the results shown above by taking account of the social 
activities informants are engaged in and the outcome of negotiations of 
informants' identities within those activities. 
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Transcription Conventions: 

(.) 
(20) 

? 

'" 
>'< 

micro pauses 
20 second pause 
continuing intonation 
rising intonation 
animated intonation 
quieter speech 
quicker pace 

APPENDIXl 

= 

[ I 
'-

emphasized, stressed speech 
quick starts after previous speech 
overlapped speech 
interrupted speech 
continuing sound 

DATASEGMENT 1: Procedure 

1. P: 

2. M. 

3. p. 

4. M. 

5. p. 

6. M: 

7 p. 

8 M: 
9. p. 

1O.M: 
11. p. 

12.M: 
13.P: 

14.M: 
15. p. 

talk about people first 

[ J 
Yea !think so 

hmm so people they are-

so what kinda language you want 
to talk? (1.5) 
talk in Malay �) or? 
Yea we can speak ahh we speak 
Malay (3) kita sudah sekarang 
jaah I speak very difficult >very 
difficult< (1) Jag" aku its difficult 

[ J 
saya 

ja saya ja 
I don think so difficult you just try a bit 
yes 
no problem for that (.5) so now we sta 
maybe we go in English first �) all 
the points 
I can't so good English 
maybe you go in Malay I go in English 

Comments 

, jag = I in Swedish 

The compromise regarding lan
guage choice begins here after 
the abortive attempt to speak 
Malay Between lines 17 and 18 
Mohamad is speaking Malay 
while Phillip listens and mini
mally responds 
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16.M. :ok 
17 p. because I hear I understand what you 

are talking but I can't speak so fast 
IS. M: ... di Malaysia berbahasa China dan 

lndia= 
19 p. 
20.M. 

21. p. 
22.M. 
23. p. 
24.M. 

25. p. 
26.M: 
27 p. 

2S.M. 
29. p. 

3O.M. 
3! p. 
32.M. 
33. p. 
34.M. 

35. p. 

36.M. 

37.P· 

38.M: 
39. p. 
4D.M. 
41 p. 
42.M: 
43. P· 

44.M: 

45.P: 
46.M: 
47.P· 

umm= 
harus berbahasa kebangsaan Malaysia 
so dan kita harus bersatu padu= 
umm= 
you understand dat? 
uhhuh 
so (,) dan saya harap uh kita akan 
bicara (2) you can talk 
uhh ok maybe like that Mohamad 
mm 
you can write everything you want to 
write in your language 
mm 
I write everything I want to write 
about people now 
> ok but < 

and then we come to a conclusion later 
ok, 
ok it's much better like that? 
mmm 1 think so? because, but I don't 
understand to talk 

[ 
you write all the topic you 
want 
because it's difficult for me because here 
I speak Swedish sol 
We talk Swedish, why not? 
(3) 
Can � speak Swedish? 
ja, jag kan, om det ar Idttare 
ok wei 
sa kan vi prata svensk, va? 
aha = 

vi kommer Idttare till alia punkter 
e sent innan vi liksom prata/ 
aha a (2) so we must talk with ahh 
Dennis first 
no its ok 
umm 
We write down the points first because 
we're ganna talk 
[ 1 

4S.M. ok! 

This compromise also fails and 
brings on Phillip's suggestion 
to overcome the language prob
lem by writing things down first. 
Although Moha mad agrees he 
does not dothis, trying instead to 
engage Phillip in conversation. 
See especially lines 63-67 
Other signs of a confHctuai 
situation are the numerous 
overlaps and interruptions here. 

This attempt to create an avoid
ance situation by choosing to 
speak Swedish also failed. 

Translation: 
39: yes, I can, if it's easier 
41 so we'll speak Swedish, ok? 

42: ok 
43: we'll get to the main points 

easier and then we can 
sort of 



 

49.P· 

SO.P· 
51.M. 
52.P· 
53.M. 

54. p. 
55.M. 
56.P· 
57.M: 

58.P· 
59.M. 
6O.P· 
61.M. 
62.P· 

63.M. 

M.M. 
65.P· 

66.M. 

67M. 

68.M: 
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about Malaysia which the people don't 
know (some 5 minutes writing) 
where you work in now 
I work in a school 
mmrnhu 
You're warkin in a Japanese 
restaurant? 
yea 
tha's near Bacchus 
yea, yea you know that? 
uh I been there one, I think I saw you 
in the kitchen = 

jasa 
cookin = 

no 1 don't cook 
I think you standin in bar 
I stand in the bar and do work, talk 
with guests (writing 2 min) 
J don know what to talk about 
(writing 1 min) 
we must talk 
humm 

(1 min) 
I neva do this before 
(50) 
It's difficult for me 
(2 min technical interruption) 

Interestingly Phillip initiates this 
sequence of talk and the talk has 
more to do with being friends 
which is notably Mohamad's 
preference. The talk's position
ing in the interaction, howeverl 
reveals it to be "outside" of the 

Planning social activity Thus, 
in contrast to Mohamad, Phillip 
does not feel this is an appro
priate way to go about Plan
ning. 

Phillip goes along with this thus 
ending the conflictuaJ situation 
for the time being. However, 
other problems arise throughout 
the interaction whenever the 
topic of Problem is discussed. 

I don't think we need to write, just talk about 
that and we just uh like uh because now [ don't 
know you and then [ feel like I know you and 
then we can talk like friends 
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